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Minimum Markup Law Putting Squeeze on Consumers 

WPRI Special Report details impacts of Depression-era law that remains on the books 
  
Krist Atanasoff wants to lower his gas prices and save Wisconsin drivers money at the pump, but 
legislators in Madison who refuse to repeal the Depression-era statute known as the minimum markup 
law won’t let him. 

“I run a very, very efficient business,” says Atanasoff, who operates 33 independent convenience-store 
gas stations in northcentral and northeastern Wisconsin. “I’ve got our costs down because I own my 
own trucks — 31 of them, going 24/7. I also own my own ground and my own gas stations. ... I can 
probably buy gas 8 to 10 cents per gallon cheaper than my competitors, but the law prevents me from 
selling it cheaper than my competitors do. 

“Is that,” he asks, “really the American way?” 

Not in most states. But it is the Wisconsin way, and has been since 1939. 

Atanasoff’s story is among many told in a 31-page special report released today by the Wisconsin Policy 
Research Institute, “Putting the Squeeze on Consumers: Real-World Impacts of Wisconsin’s Minimum 
Markup Law.”   

The 77-year-old law specifies that general merchandise can’t be sold below cost, and alcohol, tobacco 
and gas have to be marked up. Gas, for example, must be priced at 9.8% above the “average posted 
terminal price.” 

Other stories in the special report include: “Fault lines in the business battle,” “Consumers support the 
free market,” “Studies find markup laws boost prices,” “Federal Trade Commission has slammed markup 
law over the years,” “Small gas retailers thrive across the U.S.,” “The price police in Madison” and “A 
history of bipartisanship to repeal.” 

A group of Republicans led by Sen. Leah Vukmir and Rep. Jim Ott has introduced legislation to repeal the 
law, but it appears to be gaining little traction with other conservatives or Democrats. In years past, 
high-profile Democrats have joined various Republicans in opposition to the law. 

“We encourage legislators to hold a public hearing in Madison so all sides — including consumers, who 
don’t have lobbyists in the Capitol — can learn about the impacts and have their say,” said WPRI 
President Mike Nichols. 

The special report is available at www.wpri.org.  
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